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The National Pension System (NPS), which invests in equity,

generates superior answers(1) for its subscribers. The EPFO

should confer(2) the job of investing equity to the NPS. There

are multiple benefits. The NPS has the lowest asset

management fees, and EPFO subscribers will get this benefit.

The NPS purvey(3) to civil servants and worker leaders cannot

say that what is good for civil servants is not good enough for

workers.

Q.1

retreat, returns, recompense, lottery, No change required
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The National Pension System (NPS), which invests in equity,

generates superior answers(1) for its subscribers. The EPFO

should confer(2) the job of investing equity to the NPS. There

are multiple benefits. The NPS has the lowest asset

management fees, and EPFO subscribers will get this benefit.

The NPS purvey(3) to civil servants and worker leaders cannot

say that what is good for civil servants is not good enough for

workers.

Q.2

allot, deliver, trust, entrust, No change required
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The National Pension System (NPS), which invests in equity,

generates superior answers(1) for its subscribers. The EPFO

should confer(2) the job of investing equity to the NPS. There

are multiple benefits. The NPS has the lowest asset

management fees, and EPFO subscribers will get this benefit.

The NPS purvey(3) to civil servants and worker leaders cannot

say that what is good for civil servants is not good enough for

workers.

Q.3

furnishes, gratify, caters, procures, No change required
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The corpus(4) available to fund managers at the NPS will grow,

conceding(5) greater diversification and risk-taking. It is worth

considering if EPFO and NPS should further diversify their

portfolios of asset classes to private equity and real estate. In

which case, it would make sense for the NPS/EPFO to employ

actual(6) fund managers for these segments with an

appropriately structured provision(7) structure. Effective

oversight to prevent insider trading is also a must.

Q.4

bulk, substance, work, mass, No change required
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The corpus(4) available to fund managers at the NPS will grow,

conceding(5) greater diversification and risk-taking. It is worth

considering if EPFO and NPS should further diversify their

portfolios of asset classes to private equity and real estate. In

which case, it would make sense for the NPS/EPFO to employ

actual(6) fund managers for these segments with an

appropriately structured provision(7) structure. Effective

oversight to prevent insider trading is also a must.

Q.5

allowing, managing, creating, giving, No change required
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The corpus(4) available to fund managers at the NPS will grow,

conceding(5) greater diversification and risk-taking. It is worth

considering if EPFO and NPS should further diversify their

portfolios of asset classes to private equity and real estate. In

which case, it would make sense for the NPS/EPFO to employ

actual(6) fund managers for these segments with an

appropriately structured provision(7) structure. Effective

oversight to prevent insider trading is also a must.

Q.6

apathetic, dedicated, lazy, vigorous, No change required
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The corpus(4) available to fund managers at the NPS will grow,

conceding(5) greater diversification and risk-taking. It is worth

considering if EPFO and NPS should further diversify their

portfolios of asset classes to private equity and real estate. In

which case, it would make sense for the NPS/EPFO to employ

actual(6) fund managers for these segments with an

appropriately structured provision(7) structure. Effective

oversight to prevent insider trading is also a must.

Q.7

reimbursement, penalty, dismissal, remuneration, No change required
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One way is to link(8) the compensation and incentives of asset

managers with sound performance. Canada’s biggest public

pension fund groups pay a basic salary, an attractive annual

bonus and a miserly(9) long-term performance bonus that

accounts for the largest component of the payout. The

remuneration structure drives the asset managers to take a long-

term view of investments as they benefit in forging(10) the

assets grow. A large portion of the remuneration for pension

fund managers in India must be linked to profitability in the

long term.

Q.8

contact, joint, seem, cut, No change required
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One way is to link(8) the compensation and incentives of asset

managers with sound performance. Canada’s biggest public

pension fund groups pay a basic salary, an attractive annual

bonus and a miserly(9) long-term performance bonus that

accounts for the largest component of the payout. The

remuneration structure drives the asset managers to take a long-

term view of investments as they benefit in forging(10) the

assets grow. A large portion of the remuneration for pension

fund managers in India must be linked to profitability in the

long term.

Q.9

mean, selfish, generous, stingy, No change required
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One way is to link(8) the compensation and incentives of asset

managers with sound performance. Canada’s biggest public

pension fund groups pay a basic salary, an attractive annual

bonus and a miserly(9) long-term performance bonus that

accounts for the largest component of the payout. The

remuneration structure drives the asset managers to take a long-

term view of investments as they benefit in forging(10) the

assets grow. A large portion of the remuneration for pension

fund managers in India must be linked to profitability in the

long term.

Q.10

making, building, composing, shaping, No change required


